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Executive summary
As the economy gains strength, lenders are engaging in an increasingly fierce 
competition to entice the best candidates to their portfolios and to grow their 
lending business. In waging this battle, however, many lenders — still reeling from 
what happened to them during the Great Recession — are concentrating on the 
super-prime and prime consumer segments. Prospecting strategies currently in 
use often do not identify the right subpopulations within the near-prime segment. 
Specifically, there are prospects within the near-prime segment who exhibit low 
bad rates compared with the broader near-prime consumer base. In addition, 
outdated prospecting and credit policy strategies have led to the exclusion of viable 
prospects who traditional risk score models define as unscoreable. This white paper 
demonstrates how lenders can expand their lending universe — and, therefore, 
expand their portfolio — by selecting promising prospects from consumer market 
segments that are not effectively targeted in today’s lending community. 

Would you leave this consumer off your mail file? 
Prospect profile:

•	 VantageScore:®1 703 (March 2011)

•	 VantageScore:	798	(November	2011)

•	 Seventeen	years	of	credit	data	on	file

•	 Annual	income:	$67,000

•	 Annual	credit	card	spend:	$15,847

•	 Newly	opened	bankcard	with	a	$6,500	credit	line	and	a	balance	of	$1,465

•	 More	than	90	days	past	due	(DPD)	on	a	utility	trade

•	 No	derogatory	information	associated	with	the	newly	opened	bankcard

Most lenders’ traditional lending policies would have excluded this prospect due to 
the	90-plus	days	past	due	(DPD)	delinquency,	but	this	consumer	was	identified	in	a	
near-prime subpopulation that exhibited a lower bad rate than the average for the 
entire near-prime group. 

Indeed, lending institutions have been waging an intense battle for the best credit 
risks across the consumer spectrum, but they have not been able to identify optimal 
targeting strategies to aid prospecting within the near-prime market. Continuing 
in this manner won’t help lenders meet their portfolio-growth objectives because 
they’re merely saturating the super-prime and prime segments and ineffectively 
testing within the near-prime space. 

Experian® has identified the strategies and tools to target more effectively to the 
right subpopulations in the near-prime consumer market — specifically prospects 
whose	VantageScore	is	700	to	799.	

Universe expansion

1VantageScore® is owned by VantageScore Solutions, LLC.
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One eye-catching statistic that underscores why savvy lenders should explore the 
use of microtargeting tools to expand their universe of prospective customers was 
uncovered as a result of the near-prime analysis recently conducted by Experian: 
17.3	million	consumers	opened	new	bankcard	accounts	and	booked	$6.7	billion	 
in	credit	lines,	resulting	in	$2.9	billion	in	balances.	

Tools emerge to identify promising near-prime prospects
Assuming lending institutions really don’t want to exclude such significant revenue, 
they should know that tools exist to aid them in identifying the most creditworthy, 
low-risk near-prime prospects — profitable segments that exist within the broader 
consumer spectrum. 

Lenders are assessing new credit tools and data to aid them with enhancing their 
prospecting strategies to ensure they are identifying the right consumers. In high 
demand are:

•	 Microtargeting	products	to	identify	growth	opportunities	across	the	 
credit spectrum

•	 Front-end	segmentation	tools	to	redefine	prospecting	strategies

•	 Enhanced	risk	models	that	will	score	traditional	unscoreable	populations

In order to provide lenders with a strategy to identify the best near-prime prospects, 
which combines optimal segmentation and targeting tools, Experian conducted  
two analyses: 

•	 Risk	score	analysis	to	illustrate	how	the	use	of	VantageScore	2.0	impacts	 
the excluded consumer population using traditional risk scores and to provide 
additional insight into this traditionally unscoreable consumer population

•	 Near-prime	analysis	to	evaluate	data/segmentation	tools	and	to	provide	a	
strategy to identify responsive and profitable near-prime consumers

Universe expansion
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VantageScore	2.0	overview
In	brief,	the	VantageScore	2.0	model:

•	 Was	developed	based	on	consumer-behavior	data	reflecting	the	most	recent	
economic	conditions	that	occurred	from	2006	to	2009

•	 Involved	45	million	credit	reports	(60	percent	larger	than	traditional	score	models)	
15	million	from	each	of	the	three	major	credit	reporting	companies	

•	 Provides	a	consistent	measure	of	consumer	creditworthiness	across	all	credit	
reporting company platforms

•	 Uses	the	same	patented	model	across	all	three	credit	reporting	companies

Traditional score development methodology utilizes a single, two-year time period.  
In	contrast,	the	VantageScore	2.0	development	sample	was	compiled	using	two	
performance	time	frames,	2006	to	2008	and	2007	to	2009,	each	contributing	50	
percent	of	the	sample.	Developing	the	analysis	over	the	extended	time	window	
reduced algorithm sensitivity to highly volatile behavior in a single time period. It 
also extended the score’s stability because the development was built on a broader 
range of consumer behaviors. 

VantageScore	2.0	is	not	optimized	to	the	peak	of	the	recent	volatility	but	across	
economic conditions. 

Risk score analysis
The analysis design:

•	 Included	all	of	the	traditional	score	exclusions	from	Experian’s	credit	file	as	of	
May 2011

•	 Tracked	all	consumer	credit	files	that	could	be	scored	with	VantageScore	2.0	that	
also would have been excluded using traditional credit scores

•	 Tracked	the	resulting	group	for	six	months,	from	June	through	December	2011,	
for credit behavior and performance

Universe expansion
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Results
Figure 1: VantageScore 2.0 assessed the creditworthiness of 10.5 million 

consumers who were excluded from traditional scoring models

Traditional score excluded consumers
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Of	the	approximately	10.5	million	consumers,	VantageScore	2.0	was	able	to	score,	
3.2	million	consumers	emerged	from	the	super-prime/prime	segment,	2.2	million	
from	the	near-prime	segment	and	5.2	million	from	the	subprime	segment.	

This	equated	to	15	percent	of	traditional	risk	unscoreables	successfully	scored	by	
VantageScore	2.0.

Figure 2: Percentage of traditional risk unscoreables successfully  
scored by VantageScore 2.0
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Profile of excluded universe
To provide further insight into the excluded population of consumers, a variety  
of demographics and key credit activity data were compared among the  
Super	prime/Prime,	near-prime	and	subprime	segments.

Figure 3: Income distribution
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Within	the	super-prime/prime	segment,	the	majority	of	consumers	were	in	
professional positions (30 percent), skilled laborers (31 percent) or retirees  
(31 percent).

Figure 4: Average home value
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Figure 5: Credit activity
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Figure 6: Credit tradelines
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Based on the data reviewed from the analysis, the average profile of the excluded 
population is: 

•	 Baby	boomers	ages	47	to	65

•	 Average	VantageScore:	749

•	 Average	annual	income:	$57,200	

•	 Annual	average	credit	card	spend:	$14,563	

•	 Eleven	years	at	residence	

•	 Jobs:	professionals	and	technicians,	upper-management	executives,	skilled	
tradespeople and retirees

Wouldn’t you want to see if these stable consumers meet your selection criteria?

Near-prime	analysis
Design	and	approach

Figure 7: Analysis design 
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The	near-prime	population	was	defined	as	having	a	VantageScore	of	700	to	799.	
Scores, attributes and account performance were evaluated for prime, subprime 
and near-prime segments. The following is the breakdown of the total population by 
consumer segment:

•	 Super	prime:	 16.1%

•	 Prime:	 26.2%

•	 Near	prime:	 19.5%	

•	 Subprime:	 38.1%

Near	prime	consisted	of	mortgage	delinquency	only	purged	from	analysis	due	to	
low volume (0.1 percent of the total population).

The analysis first reviewed a risk score comparison of the prime, subprime and  
near-prime segments to compare population shifts in and out of segments at  
one-,	three-	and	six-month	intervals.	Next,	consumers	in	the	near-prime	segment	
who opened bankcard and mortgage loans during the open rate performance 
window, were studied using segmentation tools to identify responsive, lower-risk  
near-prime consumers.

Universe expansion
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Findings
VantageScore	2.0	segment	comparison

The	near-prime	analysis	compared	VantageScore	shifts	at	one-,	three-	and	 
six-month intervals. Specifically, it found that the near-prime group was  
the most transient, with a larger percentage shifting into higher segments  
versus lower segments. 

Figure 8: Comparing one-, three- and six-month shifts in consumer segments  
(percentage staying in same segment)
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Figure 9: Comparing one-, three- and six-month shifts in consumer segments 
(percentage moving to a higher segment)
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It is important to note that some of these are consumers who were possibly 
prime customers prior to the economic impact and are now trending toward their 
traditional classification — and are worthy candidates for extending credit. The 
credit psychographics of consumers are very clear: A consumer who has been 
prime always has the mindset of prime and will strive to return. Others, as the 
analysis indicates, are steady near-prime consumers who are viable prospects 
accessible via microtargeting tools.
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Bankcard and mortgage near-prime analysis
Experian analyzed thousands of credit and trending attributes and multiple 
segmentation tools to determine the optimal targeting strategy to identify  
the best near-prime prospects for bankcard and mortgage loans. 

Bankcard
The	overall	segment	statistics	are	illustrated	below	in	Figure	10.

Figure 10: Bankcard segment statistics

 

Total Opened Open rate 
04/11–06/11 60+	bad Bad rate

Super prime 1,660,286 90,846 5.47% 24 0.03%

Prime 2,707,945 130,566 4.82% 101 0.08%

Near	prime 2,008,336 113,555 5.65% 503 0.44%

As seen above, the open rate for near prime exceeds prime. Although the bad rate 
is higher, the volume of consumers warrants further review. After the application 
of several attributes, the charts below illustrate top attribute types that are most 
predictive of highest open rates within the bankcard near-prime population as well 
as the attributes most predictive of risk. 

Universe expansion
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Figure 11: Attributes most predictive of highest open rates within the  
bankcard near-prime population; each exceeds the 5.65 percent average  

open rate of the entire group illustrated in Figure 10

 

Credit attributes Open rate Lift in open rate

Number	of	open	revolving	bankcards 9.22% 63%

Number	of	open	revolving	retail	trades 8.76% 55%

Number	of	open	trades 8.73% 55%

Number	of	bankcard	revolving	and	 
national	inquiries 8.59% 52%

Total	number	of	inquiries 8.39% 49%

 

Trending attributes Open rate Lift in open rate

Change in revolving unsecured utilization 9.54% 69%

Change in total recent utilization 9.50% 68%

Change in total utilization 9.44% 67%

 

Universe expansion
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Figure 12: Attributes most predictive of risk within the bankcard  
near-prime population. The attributes selected exceeded the group’s  

bad rate average of 0.44 percent depicted in Figure 10 above.

Credit attributes Bad rate Lift in open rate

Number	of	collections	with	balances 1.71% 290%

Number	of	recent	derogatory	trades 1.49% 239%

Number	of	collections	with	balances	>	$0 1.30% 196%

Number	of	open	revolving	and	bankcard	trades 1.29% 193%

Total number of collections 1.25% 184%

Trending attributes Bad rate Lift in bad rate

Number	of	trades	with	change	in	utilization 1.28% 1.91%

In addition, models were applied to determine impact to propensity to open  
the account. The propensity model utilized, In the Market Models,SM was able to  
identify what percentage of the population was highly likely to open the bankcard 
product while providing a bad rate lower than the average for the entire group.  
In	this	analysis,	67	percent	of	the	openers	were	captured	by	only	marketing	to	 
40	percent	of	the	near-prime	consumers.	

Universe expansion
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To	summarize,	Figure	13	illustrates	the	targeting	strategy	utilized	to	reach	the	most	
responsive, low-risk population. The strategy employs a combination of attributes 
(current	and	trended),	propensity	to	open	models	and	VantageScore.

Figure 13: Bankcard near-prime targeting strategy

Open rate  
Selected:	1,400,122

Targeted consumer: 
865,111

Bad rate  
Dropped:	535,011

Selection criteria:

•		In	the	Market	ModelsSM  
score ≥ 733

•		Number	of	open	revolving	
bankcards

•		Number	of	open	revolving	
retail trades

•	Number	of	open	trades

•		Number	of	bankcard	
revolving and national 
inquiries

•	Total	number	of	inquiries

•		Change	in	revolving	
unsecured utilization

•		Change	in	total	recent	
utilization

•	Change	in	total	utilization

Profile of targeted consumer: 
43%	of	total	near-prime	
population

•		Average	VantageScore® = 
752

•	Average	income	=	$76,225

•		Average	total	annual	
plastic spend  yearly = 
$22,805

•		60+	delinquency	rate	on	
new	bankcard	=	0.23%

•		Bankcard	open	rate	=	
7.98%

•		Average	credit	line	=	
$4,857

•	Average	balance	=	$2,079

•	Average	years	on	file	=	16

•		Opener	in	this	segment	
yield	$335.3	million	in	
credit	lines	and	$143.5	
million in balances

Exclusion criteria:

•		Number	of	collections	 
with balances

•		Number	of	recent	
derogatory trades

•		Number	of	collections	 
with	balances	>	$0

•		Number	of	open	revolving	
and bankcard trades

•	Total	number	of	collections

•		Number	of	trades	with	
change in utilization

High open rate High bad rate

Universe expansion
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Mortgage
For	mortgage	loans,	the	overall	segment	statistics	are	illustrated	below	in	Figure	14.

Figure 14: Mortgage segment statistics — Although open rates are lower  
than the other segments, the substantial volume within the near-prime  

sample population combined with solid open rate performance suggests  
that viable subpopulations may exist. 

 

Total Opened Open rate 
04/11–06/11 60+	bad Bad rate

Super prime 1,660,286 31,995 1.93% 3 0.01%

Prime 2,707,945 35,477 1.31% 13 0.04%

Near	prime 2,008,336 23,361 1.16% 40 0.17%

Universe expansion
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Figure 15: Attributes most predictive of highest open rates within the  
mortgage near-prime population; each exceeded the 1.16 percent  

average open rate of the entire group illustrated in Figure 14.

 

Credit attributes Open rate Lift in open rate

Number	of	recent	credit	mortgage	inquiries 13.78% 1088%

Total	number	of	credit	mortgage	inquiries	 
(< x months) 8.73% 653%

Total number of recent	credit	inquiries 7.21% 522%

Total	number	of	credit	mortgage	inquiries	 
(< x months) 5.49% 373%

Total	number	of	credit	inquiries 2.62% 126%

Total credit amount on open trades 1.79% 54%

Trending attributes Open rate Lift in open rate

Change in revolving unsecured balances 1.59% 37%

Change in total balances 1.58% 36%

Universe expansion
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Figure 16: Attribute most predictive of risk within the mortgage near-prime 
population. The attribute selected exceeded the group’s bad rate average of 

0.17 percent depicted in Figure 14 above. 

Credit attributes Bad rate Lift in bad rate

Number	of	external	collections 2.20% 1193%

As with bankcard, a propensity model was used to assess bad rates associated 
with specific subpopulations by score intervals. In the Market ModelSM for mortgage 
allows	a	lender	to	capture	72	percent	of	openers	by	marketing	to	only	15	percent	of	
consumers. The bad rate for this population remained consistent with the bad rate 
for the overall population at 0.17 percent.

The	data	elements	identified	above	provide	mortgage	lenders	with	a	unique	 
strategy to select the most responsive, low-risk near-prime consumers from the 
broader near-prime population.

Universe expansion
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Figure 17: Mortgage near-prime targeting strategy

Open rate  
Selected:	1,057,066

Targeted consumers: 
865,111

Bad rate  
Dropped:	15,793

Selection criteria:

•		In	the	Market	ModelSM  
score ≥	785

•		Number	of	recent	credit	
mortgage	inquiries

•		Total	number	of	credit	
mortgage	inquiries	 
(< x months)

•		Total	number	of	recent	
credit	inquiries

•		Total	number	of	credit	
morgage	inquiries	 
(< y months)

•		Total	number	of	credit	
inquiries

•		Total	credit	amount	on	
open trades

•		Change	in	revolving	
unsecured balances

Profile of targeted consumer: 
52%	of	total	near	prime	
population

•		Average	VantageScore® = 
748

•		Average	income	=	$81,517

•		Average	total	annual	
plastic spend  yearly = 
$23,824

•		60+	delinquency	rate	on	
new	mortgages	=	0.16%

•		Mortgage	open	rate	=	
2.05%

•	Average	years	on	file	=	17

•		Average	loan	amount	=	
$179,655

•		Openers	in	the	segment	
yield	$3.86	billion	in	new	
mortgage	loans	and	$3.83	
billion in new mortgage 
balances

•		Number	of	external	
collections

High open rate High bad rate

Providing lenders with “ideal” prescreen
In addition to the near-prime analysis, Experian — via its vast experience as a 
thought leader in prescreening — recommends to lenders an “ideal” prescreen 
process both for consumer bankcards and for mortgages. Experian has gleaned 
information across a multitude of prescreening activities before and after the 
recession in order to provide lenders with more insight on developing the ideal 
prospecting and prescreening process. The key take-away is to cast the net broadly 
on the front end by applying only a minimal amount of criteria and lowering the 
risk score. This allows lenders to determine the level of profitability and identify 
prospects in the broader spectrum of consumers who meet the lender’s profitability 
requirements	before	eliminating	all	non	prime	up	front.	The	final	list	will	contain	
consumers outside of prime who additional segmentation and targeting tools 
identified as a viable population to solicit.

For	bankcards,	the	recommended	process	is	outlined	in	Figure	18.	

Universe expansion
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Figure 18: Consumer bankcard — “ideal prescreen” process

Carve out traditional population 
Eliminate serious derogatory and public record information

Determine	level	of	profitability

Identify highly profitable prospects

Apply secondary risk score  
to look for  

“true negatives”

Final 
list

 

For	mortgages,	the	process	encompasses	applying	custom	risk	and	credit	criteria,	
including income, debt-to-income and payment stress attributes to determine 
consumer capacity. It also comprises mailing prospects with a high propensity  
to open the loan and monitoring the remaining population for credit triggers.  
See	Figure	19.

Universe expansion
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Figure 19: Consumer mortgage — “ideal prescreen” process

 

•	Apply	custom	risk	and	credit	criteria

•		Receive	daily/weekly	“triggers”	of	 
prospects who are actively seeking 
mortgage loans

•	Mail	high	propensity	to	open	prospects

•			Determine	mid-tier	In	the	Market	
ModelSM range and monitor prospects 
for mortgage activity

•		Include	income,	debt-to-income	
and payment stress attributes to 
determine consumer capacity

•		Use	event-based	monitoring	to	
provide firm offers to prospects 
seeking mortgage loans

•		Utilize	a	propensity	model	to	
segment and mail to those most 
likely to open a mortgage loan

•		Monitor	segments	of	remaining	
population for 30 days 

1

3

2

Identifying fresh prospects takes just a few steps 
For	lenders	employing	Experian’s	market	insights,	products	and	data-driven	
services, getting started in identifying new prospects involves just a few steps:

•	 Conduct	an	Experian-designed	strategy	session

•	 Define	goals	and	success	metrics

•	 Validate	VantageScore

•	 Prioritize	strategies	to	implement	quick	enhancements	first	

For	lenders,	a	significant	opportunity	to	grow	business	exists	by	using	the	improved	
analytics tools in their current business process while using minimal internal 
resources.	VantageScore	itself	can	assess	the	creditworthiness	of	a	large	consumer	
market that gets excluded today because lenders are using traditional risk scores.

Universe expansion



Conclusion
Financial	institutions	that	genuinely	wish	to	redefine	their	strategies	and	expand	
their lending universe can generate profitable new business by using the fresh 
analytic tools available. The sooner they get started, the sooner they can add 
profitable consumers to their portfolio. 

This includes consumers like the one we mentioned at the beginning of this white 
paper	—	the	prospect	whose	VantageScore	rose	95	points	in	eight	months	to	798.	
Isn’t this exactly the type of prospect any lender would like to identify and attract? 
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